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The virtual reality (VR) applications in entertainment and tourism industry have become

growingly intense among generation Z. Interestingly, some pilot research on tourism

studied concluded the positive impact of its flow experience on adoption of VR tourism,

which is also driving the risk of immersive addictive. In the context of tourism and

information and communication technology (ICT)-based innovation, there is a lack of

immersive addictive behavior (IAB)-related literature. In addition, during the currently

ongoing pandemic crisis, VR technology has gained particular importance in the tourism

industry among generation Z. The present venture underlines the mechanism of IAB,

investigates the VR addiction while underlining the cognitive abilities of individuals. This

study applies empirical framework of cognitive–behavioral model. Results demonstrate

that in the case of VR tourism, the immersive experience (presence and flow) determines

the addictive behavior. Furthermore, VR imagery (VI), psychological curiosity (PC), and

VR convenience (VRC) have significant influence on the VR presence and immersive flow.

Moreover, the practical and theoretical implications have been discussed in the current

research to prevent IAB.

Keywords: immersive addictive behavior, VR self-efficacy, immersive flow, cognitive behavioral framework,

tourism, generation Z

INTRODUCTION

The virtual reality (VR) technology provides users the simulated experience of reality, which offers
several applications for the entertainment and tourism industry in recent years (1–3). The VR
environment offers a multi-dimensional immersive environment that allows people to observe
reality (4, 5) stated that illusions would happen when the sense of placing in a simulated world
occurred for users (6) determined that VR headsets offer stereo vision in the virtual environment.
Therefore, the users of immersive media can get involved with an amusing environment virtually
(7, 8) mentioned that VR can play a significant role in the tourism industry. To underline the dark
aspect of VR as technology in the tourism industry, this study underlines that addictive behavior
evolved over the basis of cognitive factors. In 2016, Webster defined addiction as a powerful
and harmful need to do or have something regularly. VR creates an immersive world based on
technology that is so attractive for users and makes them react the way they do in the real world.
This attractiveness and the capacity of VR push the users to use it frequently, which leads them to
VR addiction (9).
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This research proposed the distal factors, including VR
immersive presence (IP) and immersive flow (IF). In addition,
the proximal cognitive factors include curiosity, convenience,
and imagery.

In this research, we consider six hypotheses to evaluate the
effects of distal causes, proximal causes, and a moderator on
immersive addictive behavior (IAB). The distal causes include VR
imagery (VI), psychological curiosity (PC), and VR convenience
(VRC); proximal causes including IP and IF, and VR usage
frequency (UF), and the moderator in our model.

This study applies the empirical framework of the cognitive–
behavioral model, which used a questionnaire survey to collect
data and analyze the hypotheses. The pilot study was performed
on 30 students. This questionnaire has been given to nearly 1,200
students/users within China. We have gathered 910 responses
from the sampling frame and subsequently, for data analysis, 776
respondents’ responses have been considered.

THE ADDICTION OF VR TOURISM AND
EMERGING CHALLENGE

The VR technology has come up with new perspectives and
possibilities, which can be fruitful for the tourism industry to
grow and develop. Despite the new trends emerging from the
application of this certain technology, still there are various sorts
of applications that have been utilized by the tourism industry.
Having an insight within these persisting applications in tourism
we get enlightened that it is significantly affecting tourism
and extending the immense opportunities for the tourism
professionals and the researchers (10). To combine media factors
in tourism with fewer resources, (11) considered gamified mobile
and smart tourism. The virtual conditions simulated in the
virtual world, provided by the student’s recognition of unique
immersion experiences, encourage them to discover the variety
of conditions, objects, situations, and methods identified in the
pool of literature (12). As suggested by (13), generation Z’
tourism activities are altered by ingrained tourism willingness
that supports some of the simulated technological environments
of the same portable devices. In recent years, some public
investment researchers have considered the use of apps for
significant purposes in tourism 14 emphasized the use of VR
technology to advance VR gaming apps, which is particularly
worthy of tourism activities. In addition, gaining a situation to
interact with media to promote tourism comes by VR tourism
apps conditions (14). Furthermore, the background of addiction
to these apps when it comes to motivating visitors within VR
tourism must be rated as well.

The title addiction has been obtained from Latin with an
accurate definition of giving over, which includes either good
or bad aspects (15). Benjamin Rush, a renowned figure of the
nineteenth century, depicted that this was a condition of the
will, and later (16) introduced addiction as a way beyond one’s
control. Meanwhile, addiction has been a manifold phenomenon
because it is not technologically the result of a substance or
program technology. Somehow, it can be observed that they are
consequences of the activity and mental structures of humans.

On the other hand (17), stated that addiction represents the
relationship between beings and goals in their circumstances.
Researchers noticed that mobile attractiveness and Internet and
technology addiction are rising as mental health concerns (18,
19). Four varieties of knowledge technology addictions with
notable characteristics had recognized by (20). Specifically, it
covers Internet media disturbance, Internet addiction, Social-
Networking addiction, and smartphone addiction. Easy access to
mobile phones affects technology addiction among Generation Z
(children who become adults in the 2020s), and this addiction can
impair academic achievement and cause a sense of hopelessness
(18, 21) believed that there is a lack of research on addiction
in a media-rich environment. In addition, research of (22)
concluded comparable results, which show the importance of our
current study.

Immersion media as the challenges of providing a sequence
equivalent to tourism and realization in a completely media-rich
environment with states of action flow, confusion, and acceptable
vision that is as a sense of presence has increased. Worryingly, it
can trigger behavioral or addiction mental health diseases. Severe
use of the Internet as a type of disorder based on technology or
in the name of Internet addiction was registered by the American
Psychiatric Association (The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5)) in 2013 (23). VR
tourism apps, in some cases, can negatively affect users and
people who interact with them and lead them to addiction (24).
The reason for this is that VR creates a computer environment
that is very powerful and creates a real-life atmosphere for
users. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the prevailing
conditions in IAB in the tourism apps industry and possible
suggestions for its defeat.

FRAMEWORK (IAB OF
COGNITIVE–BEHAVIORAL VIEW)

The problematic IT usage has been identified for the cognitive–
behavioral framework. The combination of distal and proximal
causes revealed as the results. The framework’s focus is the
individual’s cognitions/thoughts, which are the primary basis
of abnormal behavior (25, 26). In this framework, the distal
causes direct to objects that have an important position in the
elaboration of problematic usage, but this is not a natural effect.
As mentioned earlier, proximal causes refer to items that affect
directly problematic use (25). In the pool of literature, rare studies
used to explain IAB, but this paradigm frequently applied to
examine the history of the different kinds of addiction behavior,
same as VR leisure activity, mobile social networking sites (SNS),
online gaming, online gambling, and Internet overuse (24, 27–
30). Furthermore, there is a lack of studies in the meaning
of tourism with the same assumed modeling; however, some
studies considered relevant variable elements. Distal and variably
proximal causes have applied to the feasibility of scholastic
achievement examined by health results (31). The relationship
of VI, PC, and VRC with IP and IF did not discover by no
researcher in the previous studies. Therefore, in this study, it is
considered that the effectiveness and evaluation of an immersion
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environment for IAB and tourism are due to the significant
impact that this relationship creates. Authors have considered
the addictive behavior of immersion as an inner factor. VI
means the ability to shoot PC (i.e., behavioral mode) and VRC
(i.e., cost), as more distant reasons to consider. Due to the
great connection that VI has with emotions, it helps to protect
emotional situations and has secondary consequences in trends,
behaviors, and immersive media, like VR tourism apps, create
a sense of presence in people with the ability to describe up
and down (14, 23, 32, 33). The VI, PC, and VRC could have an
important impact on the uses of consumers’ VR apps (22).

Researchers have proven that all the variables, including VI,
PC, and VRC, influence the usage of users on VR games as they
cause more attraction (32, 34, 35). However, we have assumed VI,
PC, and VRC as distal variables in immersive addiction. Presence
as another element is considered as a sensation that is a non-
physical concept to show the physical impact of sensation of
presence (36). Other scholars supposed presence as an important
variable, which leads the emotions and actions of the users toward
the virtual environment (37, 38).

The feeling of presence can enhance the empirical intensity
of VR gaming, which provides viewers with the impression of
being in the game (36). In the tourism context (39), mentioned
the effectiveness of VR via presence and emotion as a tourism-
marketing tool. In addition, the VI experiment was an impact
of physical manner in the tourism industry as reported by
scholars (40).

Additionally based on the suggestions of other researchers, the
interaction achieved through electronic tourism sites creates an
image that illuminates the presence’s existence like a flow (40, 41).
“The holistic sensation that people feel when they act with total
involvement.” It is the definition of flow experience based on
research of (42). Mental status is defined as the experience of flow
with cognitive immersion, misuse of time, and entertainment for
users (43). The concept of VR and augmented reality is defined
when a person feels that he/she has lost time and space and is fully
involved in the content of the IP, which is a psychological element
(35). In addition, another research showed that the experience
of flow drives IAB (43). In this study, distal causes include VI,
PC, and VRC as individuals’ imageries and dreams, and states of
behavior, in the content of IAB. Additionally, in the framework
of cognitive–behavior, proximal causes have been utilized IP and
IF in the modeling. The authors in this study tried to classify the
motives of why people exhibit IAB.

Distal Causes
The ability of imagination, which is defined as a mentally
generated illustration of an object, event, or feeling, is VI (44).
IP and VI have a meaningful relationship, as two theoretical
constructs (32). The sense of presence is a decisive factor driving
consumers’ emotions and behaviors approaching the virtual
environment (37). The hypothesis of Rodríguez-Ardura and
Meseguer-Artola’s research supposed that imagery changes flow
positively (45). The essential variables that determine players’
feelings in virtual surroundings in this research connect the lack
in prior scholars via linking VI and IAB with IP and IF.

H1: VR Imagery as Distal Cause is a significant effect on
introduced Proximal Causes, which are Immersive feeling of
Presence (IP) and Immersive Flow (IF).

Psychological curiosity is specified via a preference to
indeterminacy that causes answers the same as examining,
forming, and investigating in a mental manner (46, 47). The
different aspect of user action is curiosity. The VR application
designers persuade curiosity via performing or augmenting
the saliency of data gaps, certain constant connection among
member action measures and curiosity, which is one of the most
significant difficulties for them (24). In another study, curiosity
has been considered as a piece of the feeling of the meaning of
presence (22). Furthermore, the researchers in the virtual context
highlighted the important straight outcome of the presence on
the priority, and PC, i.e., a greater feeling of presence while the
experiences of VR direct to greater enthusiasm (40). Accordingly,
in our modeling, we supposed there is a link within PC and IF in
the content of the VR tourism apps.

H2: Psychological Curiosity as Distal Cause and Immersive
sense of Presence (IP) and Immersive Flow (IF) as Proximal
Causes have a positive relation.

The problem of how to extract VRC has been an essential
academic and industrial subject. The convenience has been
noticed by scholars in VR and also tourism context, especially
during the COVID-19 pandemic (39, 48). Despite the effects of
COVID-19 lockdowns that have not been studied in this research,
it is expected that this factor has intensifying influences on IAB.
Consumers need to feel completely comfortable. Comfort can
provide an effective framework, as reported by (49), to study
how he/she interacts with different models of activity. A review
by (35) showed how the presence of immersion changes the
thinking of ordinary users. He also showed how technical and
emotional conveniences could lead to behavioral changes in
users’ emotions. Furthermore, he illustrates that the primary
connection to scholarly convenience correlates to the position
of presence and immersion convenience, for example, included
cognition and compassion. In addition, Shin had supposed in his
study that the Immersive Flow (IF) is related to VR Convenience
(VRC), but neither his research nor any other study the relation
between IF and VRC is not assessed. As discussed earlier, VR
technology involves emotions, such as presence, immersion,
interaction, and flow, which are the relationship between comfort
and behavior change. In the current research, it has been assumed
that with the intervention of IP and IF, VRC would cause IAB.

H3: VR Convenience as distal cause has significant relevance
to advanced Immersive Presence (IP) and Immersive Flow
(IF) as Proximal Causes.

Proximal Causes
The passkey to VR effectiveness in various usages is the context of
presence (40, 50) determined the presence as a multidimensional
understanding, which is arranged within the interplay of multi-
sensory data and several cognitive manners (40) determined
that flow and feeling of presence, which are the mediators that
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performed the enthusiasm utilized the similarity of interactivity
of VR tourism toward continuation performance.

Furthermore, the researchers studied the user’s satisfaction for
the useful influence of IP (40). Therefore, we have considered
IP as a useful item of IAB, as the addicts obey the happiness
of their actions. In the context of VR, the description of the
experience of flow in the pool of literature is the impression
and mental situation that bodies consider happiness and the
senses of time and space will lose meantime, and they do with
complete engagement action (35, 42, 51). Among the negative
consequences of research-based streaming can be the disorder
use of the Internet and addictive behavior (52). As the researchers
hypothesize VR tourism application is an effective determinative
of the feeling of flow (53), In this study, we hypothesize that
IF affects IAB, and also we have covered the details of the VR
tourism apps.

H4 and H5: Immersive feeling of Presence (IP) and Immersive
Flow (IF) as Proximal Causes are significantly connected to
Immersive Addictive Behavior (IAB).

Moderating Proximal Causes by UF
In VR gaming, UF is an interesting and unique behavioral
output aspect in the current mapped out model. The concept of
UF requires duplication of situational and particular behavioral
ideas; on another hand, UF is an unconscious response to obtain
special purposes, which will be continuously renewed (54, 55)
described the UF as what technology users are directed to
use automatically for tourism. Researchers have suggested that
addiction and UF are closely related to information technology
research and that UF may diminish users’ control skills and
then lead them to develop media addiction behavior (56, 57).
According to this discussion, authors suppose the UF as a
moderator in themodeling for IP and IF; it indicates the rationale
of the utilization of experience and sense of the presence of flow
in the VR tourism apps, which offers satisfaction, would afford
frequency behavior or IAB.

H6: VR Usage Frequency (UF) moderates the associated on
among suggested Distal Causes [Immersive sense of Presence
(IP) and Immersive Flow (IF)] and Immersive Addictive
Behavior (IAB).

METHODOLOGY

This study has applied structural equation modeling to assess
the hypothesis in the offered model. Multiple mediations and
hierarchal regression methods have been applied to moderate
the assessment according to (56) suggested method. In this
study, we used a questionnaire survey to collect data and analyze
the hypotheses.

Instrument
We adapted the constructs and the items from the relevant
publications to make sure about the validity of the content. The
data were collected by doing a questionnaire survey to assess the
hypotheses, which are shown in Table 1. For the mental impacts
of VR tourism apps, we used five items that reverberate VI (32).

PC was focused on using three different items, accentuating the
realized curiosity and willingness in VR apps (53). VRC was
reflected by using a scale of three items considering control,
attributes, and interactivity (43). IP and IF include a scale of
three items extracted from (58) and (32) accordingly, IP focused
on personal sentiment to describe how the users experience the
virtual world, which is IP. IF is the other observation that VR
users have experienced, and it is introduced as flow. The scale of
three items for UFwas extracted from the research of 59. Relevant
items of UF discuss the priority of users to apply the VR apps
gadget to play. And IAB was tested by scholars for user acts in VR
apps processes (54). For each construct, a Likert scale (1: highly
disagree and 5: highly agree) has been employed to measure the
present model.

Sampling/Data Collection
In this section, three subsections aremade for the tools suggested.
The first part proposes the aim of this study. The second part
dealt with demographic issues. The third section includes items
based on Likert scale structures. During data collection, several
items were entered with a reverse code, which is used to worry
about quality, and in the analysis, those respondents who were
hidden were removed. In this study, we measured students/users
who are VR tourism apps users of different age groups.

To remark on the intercommunicating issues and lexical
meaningfulness, a pilot study was accomplished on 30 students.
This survey has been adapted according to the report of (https://
www.wjx.cn), which is an online questionnaire platform.

We have created and passed QR codes and the Weblink
on WeChat and some other social media platforms via
the social media groups of students in different schools
to get more survey responses. The study survey was
conducted from April to September of 2019. For sampling,
the initial research intentionally aimed at users in Fuyang,
Nanjing, Wuhan Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Hefei by adopting
convenience sampling.

Furthermore, while the other half of the random sampling
perceived, research users’ responders came from almost different
areas in China who are VR tourism apps users. This
questionnaire has been given to nearly 1,200 students/users
within China.We have gathered 910 responses from the sampling
frame. However, owing to incomplete, haphazard, and not
satisfactory responses, 134 questionnaires have been excluded
from the overall respondents.

Subsequently for data analysis, 776 respondents’ responses
have been considered appropriate, which covers the criteria
stated by (61) when the population is unknown and researchers
lack the exact number. Consequently, the first and the last
halves of respondents were compared to figure out the non-
response bias in the collected data. Perhaps it was observed
that the data have not been influenced by the non-response
bias. Correspondingly, the demographics distribution of the data
unveiled that 76.20% of the present sample have been male
ranging from the age group of 25 to 35 years. Meanwhile, 40%
of the respondents reflected that initiated to get involved in the
VR tourism apps as depicted in Table 2.
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TABLE 1 | Constructs, instruments, and sources.

Construct Code Items description Source

VR Imagery (VI) VI1 VR tourism apps made me fantasize about having the opportunity to experience it. (32)

VI2 It was easy for me to imagine being the part of that VR tourism app.

VI3 The mental images that came to mind formed a series of events in my mind in which I was

a part of it.

VI4 I could easily construct a story about myself and the VR experience based on the mental

images that came to mind.

VI5 It was convenient for me to imagine being the part of that VR tourism app.

Psychological Curiosity (PC) PC1 Using VR tourism apps excites my curiosity (59)

PC2 Using VR tourism apps makes me curious.

PC3 Using VR tourism apps arouses my imagination.

VR Convenience (VRC) VRC1 I feel that I have a lot of control over the content of the tourism sites. (58)

VRC2 I use VR tourism apps in an interactive way.

VRC3 I feel I can control my visual perspective.

Immersive Presence (IP) IP1 The VR Tourism apps create a new world for me, and the world suddenly disappeared

when I finished VR experience.

(32)

IP2 The world generated by VR tourism apps seemed to me like “something I experienced”

rather than “something I watch.”

IP3 While I use VR, my body stays in the room, but my mind’s inside the world created by VR

tourism app.

Immersive Flow (IF) IF1 While using VR tourism apps, I usually totally focused on the tourism sites. (58)

IF2 While using VR tourism apps, I used to be deeply engrossed in the tourism world.

IF3 While playing VR games, I used to be absorb intensely.

Immersive Addictive Behavior (IAB) IAB1 Using VR tourism apps sometimes interferes with other things (30)

IAB2 When I use VR tourism apps, I often feel agitated.

IAB3 I have made unsuccessful attempts to reduce the time using VR gadget to use tourism

sites.

Usage Frequency (UF) UF1 Using VR gadget has become a habit. (60)

UF2 I use the new VR gadgets automatically

UF3 When I use VR tourism apps, I prefer to use VR gadgets to enjoy it.

UF4 While using VR tourism apps, I adopt to new VR gadgets easily.

TABLE 2 | Surveyed sample profile.

Characteristic Detail Frequency Percentage

Gender Male

Female

591

185

76.20

23.80

Age Under 25

25-35

Above 35

124

547

105

15.98

70.49

13.53

Using VR tourism

apps for last

<1 month

1 to 3 months

3 to 5 months

More than

5 months

308

329

126

13

39.70

42.40

16.20

01.70

As mentioned above, the exclusion criteria include
incomplete, haphazard, and not satisfactory responses. For
example, responses that were collected from those students
who never used VR tourism apps or those responses who used
other apps, which are not in the VR tourism app categories,
were excluded.

ANALYSIS

The following segment can be categorized into 3 parts that have
been arranged to dig out the reliability, the validity of the present
model, to seek out this concerning portion structural analysis
has been applied. In addition to this total effect, moderation and
mediation have also been reflected within this segment.

Measurement Model
To estimate the reliability and significance of all covermodels and
structures, exploratory case analysis has been used. Convergent
validity and reliability preparation factor analysis have been
applied for every item. Besides, combined reliability, average
variance extracted (AVE), and Cronbach’s alpha (α) extracted
for each construct measured are shown in Table 3. In addition,
Table 3 shows the convergent reliability results.

The result proved that modules are internally stable and
valid. Furthermore, the validity of the discriminant was analyzed
by comparing the AVE’s square root and internal construct
correlation (62). Based on the basic principles of the inference,
the edge of the AVE’s square root has been the correlation of every
concerned construct with the other respective constructs within
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TABLE 3 | Exploring factors and reliability analysis.

Construct Items λ A CR AVE

VR Imagery (VI) VI1 0.860 0.894 0.895 0.631

VI2 0.839

VI3 0.787

VI4 0.771

VI5 0.706

Psychological Curiosity (PC) PC1 0.814 0.777 0.844 0.643

PC2 0.797

PC3 0.796

VR Convenience (VRC) VRC1 0.886 0.898 0.899 0.748

VRC2 0.877

VRC3 0.831

Immersive Presence (IP) IP1 0.856 0.903 0.859 0.672

IP2 0.855

IP3 0.744

Immersive Flow (IF) IF1 0.838 0.876 0.858 0.669

IF2 0.818

IF3 0.779

Immersive addictive behavior (IAB) IAB1 0.881 0.863 0.897 0.745

IAB2 0.877

IAB3 0.832

Usage Frequency (UF) UF1 0.963 0.949 0.961 0.863

UF2 0.930

UF3 0.918

UF4 00.903

this mapped out model. Multicollinearity outcomes have been
examined and put forward by computing the variance inflation
factor (VIF) for the different items of the current construct. The
carved out VIF scores have been surprising ranging from 1.031
to 1.5; consequently, all of these scores have been lower than the
cut-off value of 10, which has been proclaimed and suggested
by (63). Consequently, in this survey, multicollinearity was not
a dependency.

In this questionnaire, a single factor recorded was 31.17%,
which is the highest variance observed; it reflects that total
variance in the present model has not been dominated by
a particular construct; perhaps in the underlying model, the
conventional methods of bias was not fruitful. Somehow, the
fitness criteria of this model have been portrayed through
the SEM. The chi-square value was 608.497, whereas the 155
have been the degree of freedom of this mapped out model
respectively. In addition to this, fitness indices of the current
venture have been observed in the particular range of the
suggested cut-off values that (64) indicated earlier.

Proposed Model
The standardized assessments are recorded where the graphical
description of structural modeling is shown in Figure 1, drawn
from the AMOS V.24. Furthermore, to measure the VR tourism
apps trends among the users, the control variable appeared
with a significant effect. The endogenous contracts of IF, IP,

and IAB (R2) reflected the variances of 0.29, 0.34, and 0.30,
respectively. Particularly, the different model fit indices that
have been investigated reflected the satisfactory range. The study
opines through its findings that the age, gender, and education
are key factors while knowing that students/users have been
impressed by the origin of the tourism apps. The outcomes
reflected that VI has a rigorous impact on the IF (H1b: β = 0.52,
p ≤ 0.001) and the IP (H1a: β = 0.33, p ≤ 0.001). As a result of
this, H1 (a) and (b) has been accepted. It predicted that the more
VI present within the VR addicts can alter their IAB. Similarly,
those students/users who pose the strong VI can be addicted to
the VR tourism apps (65, 66). In addition to this, the present
model digs out that VI has appeared the strongest determinant
to elaborate the IF and IP among the VR tourism apps users. The
research concluded that great mental dependency, feeling, and
interest of VI amongst users could play a significant role in users’
IAB. Statistically, PC was seen to have a positive connection with
IP (H2a: β = 0.10, p ≤ 0.001), and IF was noticed to be non-
significant (H2b: β = 0.02, p ≥ 0.05). The VRC among users has
a positive effect on users’ IP (H3a: β = 0.105, p ≤ 0.05) and IF
(H3b: β = 0.09, p ≤ 0.001) as the quantitative results shown in
Table 4.

Nevertheless, the smaller impact than the rest of the suggested
concerns belongs to VRC. VRC was an effective item in the
user’s IAB. Such as, (43) illustrated that VRC was a serious item
for users’ moods to feel the handling of the apps. Whenever
determining users’ IAB through IP (H4: β = 0.43, p ≤ 0.05) and
by IF (H5: β = 0.25, p ≤ 0.05), the outcomes concluded that IP
utilized a more significant impact on users’ IAB than their IF. IP
boosts people to act in an addictive form, but users’ IF will be
impressed by focus (43).

Mediation and Moderation Analysis
We have used the approach suggested by (56), to estimate the
mediation result of IP and IF, as declared in H6 (a) and (b),
sequentially. Furthermore, to calculate asymmetric confidence
intervals (CIs), the 5,000 respondents were included through the
sampling method of the bootstrapping. Somehow, the framed
hypotheses of H6 have been mediated because the mapped
out CIS appeared zero within the lower and higher caps. In
addition to this, the research of (67) was employed to calculate
the mediation effect. The study put forward that the IF and
the IP have shown a strong mediation effect in the users while
elucidating the IAB. The outcomes have been adjustable and
compatible concerning the output adopted by the uniquemethod
of bootstrapping. Moderatos have been measured through the
UF of the users by the hierarchical regression analysis. It was
articulated that higher UF has increased the association within
the user’s IP and relatively IAB (H6a: β = 0.10, p ≤ 0.001).
UF can be a vital factor that alters the experiences of users
regarding the VR tourism apps, which was measured as IAB.
On the contrary, the IF shows that UF does not have any vital
role to explain the H6a. As users are inspired to experience and
use the VR tourism apps and feel to find a new environment,
the authors suggested that the intentional participation can be
most efficient.
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FIGURE 1 | Proposed model of the study.

TABLE 4 | Parameter estimation for proposed model.

Sr. Description Beta (β) Significance Result

H1(a) VI→ IP 0.33 ≤0.001 Supported

H1(b) VI→ IF 0.52 ≤0.001 Supported

H2(a) PC → IP 0.10 ≤0.05 Supported

H2(b) PC → IF 0.02 ≥0.05 Not Supported

H3(a) VRC→ IP 0.105 ≤0.05 Supported

H3(b) VRC→ IF 0.09 ≤0.05 Supported

H4 IP→ IAB 0.43 ≤0.001 Supported

H5 IF→ IAB 0.25 ≤0.001 Supported

H6(a) IP*UF→ IAB 0.10 ≤0.01 Supported

H6(b) IF*UF→ IAB 0.022 ≥0.05 Not Supported

DISCUSSION

The important point of this research is to express the
performance of users addicted to VR tourism apps and
the desirability and literary depth of the subject. Methods,
such as secondary data and interviews, were used alongside
studies on VR disease, VR panic, Internet gambling, and
technology addiction. In addition to examining empirical data,
this research is a summary that can properly address the
behavioral consequences of VR tourism apps on users using a
multifunctional approach. Another feature of this study is the
invention of a unique approach to the formation of cognitive–
behavioral changes in users. The behavioral model of VR tourism
apps addiction considering VR tourism apps has not been
observed in other studies. As users’ illness with VR videos has

been confirmed in a previous study (18, 68) also confirmed the
addictive role of overuse of technology. Researchers have used
the VR imaging techniques of (23) with psychological content
for behavioral purpose concepts (43, 69). Tourism apps curiosity
modifies the sequence of use intention as a convenience factor
presented by (70). In the subject of VR tourism, 33 focused
on terms of mental imagery, so since no study has ever used
addictive conditions in this topic, the authors believed this is an
innovation in this research. As previously explained in detail, in
this research, we consider six hypotheses to evaluate the effects
of distal causes, proximal causes, and a moderator on IAB. The
distal causes include VI, PC, and VRC; Proximal causes include
IP and IF, and VR UF, and the moderator in our model. In
addition, the results are discussed in detail in later sections.

Moreover, the interceding of VI with IF was found out by
scholars. In this study model, the consequences of PC on IF
are considered insignificant. However, the considerable relation
between curiosity and tourism applications has been proven
by researchers (24, 70). As the current research suggested the
critical role of VI while demonstrating IP and IF, this research
centralized on the VR apps-changing influence in the state of
VR tourism base, by considering the critical role of VI while
illustrating IP and IF, which is also realized as serious being
the storage of literature. A reference for study in the academic
areas for more than one decade is digital technology, known
as a part of Generation Z’s lives, which is concerned by (71).
By providing a variety of application-based VR tourism (40),
examined students’ attendance experiences, emotions, and the
impact of interest. In addition, in the comparison between IP and
IF, we found that IP is more considerable on IAB. The result of
IP mixture with UF is making a significant point on IAB, but
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there is no point for IAB if it composes with IF, yet it shows
the effect of relation without UF. The fact that psychological
construct with the four knowledge level analysis is guiding the
leading to performing addictive behavior has been noticed by this
research authors. A serious rate of IAB by the guidance of a high
level of VI has been discovered. In addition, the more survey
potential of VI and PC in additional studies was recommended
by the scholars of this research. Addictions and disorders in
technology and VR tourism application caused severe anxieties,
which were noticed by researchers. Attending mental health
sicknesses, such as addiction, specifically for Generation Z, has
been accepted as VR tourism apps and mobile apps result
(18, 72) established that the mental skills of students and even
parents’ job issues could be affected by media apps addiction.
For highlighting addiction in the current research content, IP
was noticed to be a crucial creation. Therefore, IP, in the tourism
context, is an actual obstacle for creating immersive VR tourism
environment successes, efficient, and sufficient, which achieves
and maintains in this study (45) noticed a related involvement
in their studies. In another aspect, the positive role of VR
technology in tourism brand manufacturing, which detailed
clarification, telepresence, and interactivity, is considered to a
higher amount than the normal by researchers (32). VR tourism
apps can also increase cognitive potency in tourism content
(32, 73, 74) considered, “VR is an immersive, multi-sensational
experience.” The correlation between technology development
and financial activities has clarified the overall performance
of VR in tourism, healing, entertainment, and business, and
research areas. Therefore, one of VR apps functions can be
a positive aspect of the cost-effectiveness of the country. By
the progression of technology in VR apps, the demand for
the spirit of presence and flow action be improved; hence, the
feeling of engagement and immersive during the use of tourism
apps increased. The authors of the current study suggest the
fulfillment of the gap, which they detected as any study based on
IAB in future research. Additionally, the developers can afford
apps in the tourism industry with the help of psychologists
to reduce IAB as a result; the students of various age groups
can manage it adequately. In addition, people’s tastes can be
obtained with procedures targeting the methods of VR by
the government.

CONCLUSION

To monitor the teenager’s understanding of IAB, this research
used the cognitive–behavioral theory. In addition, we have
proven that the “VI” item becomes the greatest power to
cause the addiction. Likewise, “flow experience” and “sense of
presence” are shown to have the meaningful decisive capability
to define IAB. Therewith, balancing assistance at various levels
requires to be standardized to limit IAB. With the help of
managers, policymakers, and developers, the attractiveness of VR

tourism applications can be used instead of creating disorder and
addiction to become useful and positive results for Generation
Z. This study also has useful results on studies about academic
performance and mental health disorders. Furthermore, its
meaning can be more modified in the base of VR tourism
and tourism industry conditions. Our investigation has the
next restrictions, which could guide future studies: (1) first,
the study only appropriated the cognitive–behavioral method,
which could be more widespread and improved with the other
variants of the behavioral and enduring effective conceptual
principles to determine behavior of Generation Z; (2) this
research concentrated on IAB for youth, which is in Generation
Z, which for future research can be extended to other generations
and manufacturers using cognitive–behavioral methodologies;
(3) because this study used a quantitative method, qualitative
methods can also be used to examine and collect data; and (4)
furthermore, to make the view of VR addiction more common,
other generations can continue to collect data. In addition, future
studies can evaluate the effects of COVID-19 and the lockdown
on IAB.
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